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1. Amazing Treasures (David Long)    $34.99   $31.50
Discover 100 of the world’s most remarkable artefacts, most stunning artworks and most 
intriguing ruins in this beautifully illustrated book about Earth’s treasures. Treasures both natural 
and manmade make an appearance in a tour which stretches across thousands of years and all 
around the globe. Discover sunken wrecks loaded with pirate gold, the abandoned tombs of 
the world’s most powerful rulers and even meteorites - treasures from outer space! Non Fiction 
Treasure-Archaeology-History

2. Atlas Of Great Journeys, The (Philip Steele)  $35.00   $31.50
The Atlas of Great Journeys allows readers to follow in the footsteps of the most daring adventurers 
as they set out to explore the unknown. Download the free app to see each map come to life. View 
the map pages in the app and you’ll be able to follow the explorers as they journey across the 
page, triggering pop-up facts and events at every stop on the way. It’s a never-before-seen way to 
experience their adventures. Non Fiction Exploration-Explorers-Discovery-Adventure-Augmented 
Reality

3. Cunning Crow (Gregg Dreise)  $24.99   $22.50
Way back, before once-upon-a-time, there was the Dreamtime when all the birds were white. One 
of those white birds was a crow called Waan. One day a big storm came through and a magnificent 
rainbow appeared. When the birds passed through the rainbow, one by one, their feathers took on 
its beautiful colours. Waan flew through the rainbow too and his feathers became a beautiful red 
and orange. But Waan was jealous of the other birds. He wanted to be more beautifully coloured 
than anyone. So Waan hatched a cunning plan. But things did not go the way Waan wanted... 
Picture Book  - Aboriginal Studies-Dreaming Stories

4. How We Lived In Ancient Times (Ben Hubbard and Christine Engel)  $24.99   $22.50
This is an amazing window into history through the lives of children through time, showing the 
clothes they wore, the food they ate, the games they played, and the amazing worlds they lived in. 
Each section opens with a new child introducing themselves to the reader in a stunning illustrated 
double-page scene. Fact-filled pages, allowing readers to see their tools they used, the toys they 
loved, the food they ate, and much more. Age 9+ Non Fiction History-Ancient World

5. Mark of the Wagarl, The (Lorna Little and Janice Lyndon) $17.95   $16.16
Maadjit Walken is the Sacred Rainbow Serpent. She is the mother spirit and creator of Nyoongar 
Country in the south-west of Western Australia. She formed the landscape and the waterways. The 
Mark of the Wagarl is the story of a how a little boy dared to question the wisdom of his elders and 
why he received the Sacred Water Snake for his totem. Janice Lyndon’s pastel illustrations resonate 
with the cultural power of the Maadjit Wagarl and the landscape of the south-west. Picture Book 
Aboriginal Studies-Dreaming Stories

6. My Place 30th Anniversary Edition (Nadia Wheatley and Donna Rawlins)  $19.99   $18.00
Discover, or rediscover, a ‘time machine’ which takes the reader back into the past. It depicts the 
history of one particular piece of land in Sydney from 1788 to 1988 through the stories of the 
various children who have lived there. New timeline traces the history of the characters in the 
book as well as the history of Australia, and is right up to date with reference to Australia’s apology 
to Indigenous Australians. Picture Book Australian History-Timelines-Family-Home
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7. Mystery Solvers: Ancient Tombs And Hidden Treasure (Robyn Hardyman)  $29.99  $27.00
Many people are fascinated by ancient tales of lost tombs and hidden treasure. Some of these tombs and treasure still exist, 
many have been forgotten and others are just myths. Be a mystery solver by finding out where stories of these ancient treasures 
may have come from and use all the evidence to decide what you believe. Non Fiction History-Ancient World-Archaeology For 
more books in this series type MYSTERY SOLVERS into the search field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

8. Myths And Legends Of The World (Alli Brydon and Julia Iredale)  $29.99   $27.00
These powerful, fascinating myths and legends will transport you to every corner of the globe. You’ll journey from ancient to 
modern times, from hot climates to freezing temperatures, from mountaintops to seafloors. The stories in this book link you to 
past generations; these tales have been passed down through a long line of oral traditions. The souls of ancestors, the lives of 
heroes and the fates of mortals are waiting to be discovered. Myths and Legends-Mythology

9. Return of the Dinosaurs (Bronwyn Houston)  $17.99   $16.16
Long ago dinosaurs lived here, and their ancient footprints can still be found. Imagine if the dinosaurs came back to visit us! At 
high tide, they would cool down in Anastasias’s Pool. Watch out for the big splash! They would play with the humpback whale 
calves off Cable Beach. Those little fellas have got a long journey ahead of them! A fun and dynamic look at what life would be 
like for dinosaurs if they were roaming the Broome coastline today! Picture Book Aboriginal Studies-Dinosaurs-Collage

10. Secrets of Stonehenge, The (Mick Manning and Brita Granstrom)  $16.99   $15.30
Why was this amazing monument erected? How did our Stone-Age ancestors bring such massive stones to the site from so 
far away? How did they raise the enormous stones to their upright positions? What was Stonehenge used for, and who lived 
around the site? With captions and pictures, and using up-to-the-minute research discoveries, Mick Manning and Brita Granstro 
m tell the incredible true story of this awe-inspiring monument - one of the greatest ancient sites in the world.

11. Tjarany Roughtail (Gracie Greene)  $17.95   $16.16
The mysteries of the Dreamtime with the cultural history of the Kukatja people of the Kimberley region of Western Australia. 
Told in English and Kukatja, the book includes magnificent paintings, maps, kinship diagrams, exercises and language notes. 
Aboriginal Studies-Dual Language-Kukatja-Dreaming Stories

12. You and Me Murrawee (Kerri Hashmi and Felicity Marshall)  $14.99   $13.50
‘We walk this same brown earth - you and me, Murrawee ...’ In this lyrical, beautifully observed picture book, we see through the 
eyes of a young girl camping on the river with her family, life as it would have been two hundred years ago. Aboriginal Studies-
Australian History-Connection-Country

13. Curiosity (Markus Motem)  $18.99   $17.10
Discover the incredible story of the search for life on Mars, told from the unique perspective of Curiosity, the Mars Rover sent 
to explore the red planet. Markus Motum’s stylish illustrations and diagrams reveal how a robot travelled 350,000,000 miles to 
explore a planet where no human has ever been. Picture Book Space-Universe-Space Travel-Mars-Planets

14. Explorer Academy: Future Tech (National Geographic)  $14.99   $13.50 
This cool book profiles real-life National Geographic explorers who devised innovations like RoboBees (Mell); it features cutting-
edge tech that’s actually being developed, and provides empowering stories of how tech is enabling conservation successes. 
Fields of study cover wearable technology, submersibles, robotics, medicine, space farming, everyday technology, and the 
world of the future. Every good explorer craves information, and now it’s time to amp up your technology knowledge. After all, 
the near-future world of Explorer Academy is just across the horizon, and much of its tech is already shaping the world we live 
in. Non Fiction Science-STEM-Technology

15. First Kids In Space (Tristan Bancks)  $16.95   $15.26
Dash Campbell has only ever had one dream. To go to space. Now he and four others have been given the chance to become 
the first kids ever to leave our planet. From building rockets behind his family’s laundromat in Australia to attending a hardcore 
Space School in the US, Dash is a long way from home. And he still has an intense month of training ahead before he can even 
think about that glorious moment of blasting out of Earth’s atmosphere and living his dream. But does Dash have what it takes 
to survive Space School? Age 11+ Novel Space-Space Travel-Astronaut-Dreams

16. Future Friend (David Baddiel)  $14.99   $13.50
A terrifically entertaining time-slip adventure that combines action, laughout-loud humour and the importance of friendship in 
a story that imagines what it might be like if your best friend came from the future. When Pip propels into our world from 3021, 
she foretells a future where out of-control climate change and mysterious viruses keep everyone inside. When she befriends 
child inventor genius Rahul, they join forces to get her back to her own time and maybe save the future. Novel Age 10+ Time 
Travel-Friendship-Humour-Magic

17. If I Built a House (Chris Van Dusen)  $16.99  $15.30
Jack is ready to build the house of his dreams, complete with a racetrack, flying room, and gigantic slide. Jack’s limitless 
creativity and infectious enthusiasm will inspire budding young inventors to imagine their own fantastical designs.  Chris Van 
Dusen’s vibrant illustrations marry retro appeal with futuristic style as he, once again, gives readers a delightfully rhyming text 
that absolutely begs to be read aloud. Picture Book Futuristic-STEM-Technology-Design-Imagination-Rhyming Text
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18. Incredible Freedom Machines (Kirili Saunders and Matt Ottley)  $24.99   $22.50
She was small when she heard about them... the incredible freedom machines. In this sumptuous story of exploration and 
breaking boundaries, a young girl uncovers her very own freedom machine, a vehicle that carries her to all kinds of wondrous 
places. Picture Book - Imagination-Freedom-Escapism-Reading-Books-Hope

19. Kid Who Came From Space (Ross Welford)  $16.99   $15.30
A small village in the wilds of Northumberland is rocked by the disappearance of twelve-year-old Tammy. Only her twin brother, 
Ethan, knows she is safe – and the extraordinary truth of where she is. It is a secret he must keep, or risk never seeing her again. 
But that doesn’t mean he’s going to give up. Together with his friend Iggy and the mysterious (and very hairy) Hellyann, Ethan 
teams up with a spaceship called Philip, and Suzy the trained chicken, for a nail-biting chase to get his sister back… that will 
take him further than anyone has ever been before. Age 10+ Novel Friendship-Mystery-Space-Science Fiction

20. Life On Mars (John Agee)  $16.99   $15.30
A daring young astronaut arrives on Mars, certain he will find life there. He has even brought a gift of chocolate cupcakes. But 
soon he realises he’s made a mistake. He won’t find life on Mars — and what’s worse, now he can’t find his spaceship! But as 
only the audience can see, if only he would turn around he might just meet the friendly Martian who is always lurking shyly one 
step behind. Our astronaut’s only mistake is to give up too soon and go home leaving the poor Martian all alone.. Picture Book 
Exploration-Discovery-Space Travel-Space-Mars

21. Lost Thing, The (Shaun Tan)  $17.99   $16.20
Set in the near future, a dystopian Melbourne, Australia, a boy discovers a bizarre-looking creature while out collecting bottle-
tops at a beach. Having guessed that it is lost, he tries to find out who owns it or where it belongs, but the problem is met with 
indifference by everyone else, who barely notices its presence. Each is unhelpful in their own way; strangers, friends, parents are 
all unwilling to entertain this uninvited interruption to day-to-day life. In spite of his better judgement, the boy feels sorry for 
this hapless creature, and attempts to find out where it belongs. Picture Book Dystopia-Technology-Humanity-Satire-Metaphor

22. Orion Lost (Alistair Chisholm)  $14.99   $13.50
The transport ship Orion is four months out of Earth when catastrophe strikes - leaving the ship and everyone on board stranded 
in deep space. Suddenly it’s up to thirteen-year-old Beth and her friends to navigate through treacherous and uncharted 
territory to reach safety. But a heavily-damaged ship, space pirates, a mysterious alien species, and an artificial intelligence 
that Beth doesn’t know if she can trust means that getting home has never been so difficult... Age 10+ Novel Science Fiction-
Futuristic

23. Robobaby (David Wiesner)  $16.99  $15.30
A new baby’s arrival is a big moment in any family, even a family of robots, when baby Flange appears—as a crate full of 
components. The adults bungle the process of assembling Flange, with catastrophic results. Big sister Cathy, with her handy 
toolbox and advanced knowledge of robotics and IT, hasn’t been allowed to help, but in the ensuing chaos she calmly clears 
up the technical difficulties and bonds with her new baby brother. Picture Book Humour-Futuristic-Robots-Family DUE JUNE

24. Skywake: Invasion (Jamie Russell)  $14.99   $13.50
Fifteen-year-old girl gamer Casey Henderson is obsessed with smash-hit game SkyWake - and she’s good at it, too. Little does 
she realize it’s actually an alien training tool created by an evil extra-terrestrial race. When the aliens swoop down on a national 
gaming tournament, Casey and her teammates discover they’re abducting the best gamers to fight in a distant alien war across 
the galaxy. And they’ve got her brother. Casey’s gaming skills are her best hope of stopping the aliens - but first she and her 
online teammates must learn to work together in real life…Age 10+ Novel Science Fiction-Adventure-Fantasy

25. Trip to the Future (Moira Butterworth)  $29.99   $27.00
This sci-fi approach to non-fiction will take readers on an exciting journey into the future, using cutting-edge science from 
today to imagine the world of tomorrow. From floating cities to colonies on far-off planets, each spread will take the reader 
further and further from home. Stunning full-page spreads create an immersive feel, while the text paints a picture of the 
possibilities ahead - and some surprising achievements already made! Non Fiction Science-STEM-Technology-Engineering

26. Undercover Robot: My First Year As A Human (David Edmonds)  $14.99   $13.50
If super-high-tech android Dotty can spend an entire year masquerading as a twelve-year-old schoolgirl, she could win a multi-
million-pound prize that will enable her creators to continue their ground-breaking work in the development of AI. Easy-peasy, 
right? As Dotty navigates the social expectations of Year 7 she gets into a series of hilarious scrapes, and encounters numerous 
ethical dilemmas both at school and at home. To prevent herself from being discovered, Dotty needs to put into practice 
everything she has learned about being human. But will it be enough...? Age 9+ Novel Humour-Robots-Artificial Intelligence-
Ethics-Philosophy-Science Fiction

27. Where the World Turns Wild (Nicola Davies)  $16.99   $15.30
Juniper Greene lives in a walled city from which nature has been banished, following the outbreak of a deadly man-made 
disease. But she and her little brother Bear have always known about their resistance to the disease and dream of escaping into 
the wild. To the one place humans have survived outside of cities. To where their mother is. When scientists discover that the 
siblings provide the key to fighting the disease, the pair must flee for their lives. But nature can be cruel as well as kind... Will they 
ever find the home they’ve been searching for? Age 10+ Novel Adventure-Climate Change-Dystopian
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28. Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland (Lewis Carroll and Robert Ingpen)   $27.99   $25.20
A brand-new picture book edition of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. From the moment that Alice tumbles down the rabbit 
hole, she leads us on a fantastical, dream-like journey where we meet a host of unforgettable characters. Retold here in abridged 
form, Alice’s adventures are brought to life by the beautiful illustrations of award-winning artist Robert Ingpen. Picture Book

29. Imagine a Place (Sarah L Thomson and Ron Gonsalves)  $24.99   $22.50
Imagine a place that makes you feel as free as a bird. Imagine a place where getting there is worth whatever it takes. Imagine 
a place that makes you feel like it’s always been your destination. Imagine a place made out of pure imagination. A book 
to remind us that imagination is powerful enough to take us anywhere we want to go. Picture Book Imagination-Curiosity-
Magical Realism

30. Invisible Nature: Secret World Beyond Our Senses (Catherine Barr and Anne Wilson)  $24.99   $22.50
We all know about the five senses: sight, sound, smell and taste. But there are sounds no human ear can hear, scents no-one 
can smell, colours our eyes cannot detect, waves of radiation that pass right through us without our noticing … but known 
and used by many different animal species. They have their dangers as well as their uses, but are vital to all life on Earth. This 
fascinating unseen and secret world is revealed in Catherine Barr’s latest book. Non Fiction STEM-Science-Senses

31. Journey (Aaron Becker)  $16.99   $15.30
A little girl who draws a magic door on her bedroom wall. Through it she escapes into a world where wonder, adventure and 
danger abound. Red marker pen in hand, she creates a boat, a balloon and a flying carpet which carry her on a spectacular 
journey ... who knows where? Can it also guide her home and to happiness? In this exquisitely illustrated book, an ordinary 
child is launched on an extraordinary, magical journey towards her greatest and most rewarding adventure of all... WORDLESS 
PICTURE BOOK Wordless Picture Book-Fantasy-Adventure-Creativity-Imagination

32. Jumanji 30th Anniversary Edition (Chris Van Allsburg)  $16.99   $15.30
The game under the tree looked like a hundred others Peter and Judy had at home. But they were bored and restless and, 
looking for something interesting to do, thought they’d give Jumanji a try. Little did they know when they unfolded its 
ordinary-looking playing board that they were about to be plunged into the most exciting and bizzare adventure of their lives. 
Picture Book  Fantasy-Adventure

33. Lift (Minh Le and Dan Santat)  $24.99   $22.50
When Iris’s elevator button-pushing is disrupted by a new member of the family, she’s pretty put out. That is, until the sudden 
appearance of a mysterious new button opens up entire realms of possibility, places where she can escape and explore on 
her own. But when it becomes a question between going it alone or letting someone else tag along, Iris finds that sharing 
a discovery with the people you love can be the most wonderful experience of all. Picture Book Family Unit-Sibling Rivalry-
Change-Imagination

34. Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe, The (CS Lewis and Christian Birmingham)   $29.99  $27.00
When Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy are sent to stay with a kind professor who lives in the country, they can hardly imagine 
the extraordinary adventure that awaits them. It all begins when the children explore the professor’s rambling old house. 
When they come across a room with an old wardrobe in the corner, Lucy opens the door and gets inside. To her amazement, 
she suddenly finds herself standing in a wood, with snowflakes falling through the air. Lucy has found Narnia, a magical land of 
fauns and centaurs, nymphs and talking animals and the magnificent lion, Aslan. Picture Book

35. Lost Library, The (Jess McGeachin)  $24.99  $19.99
The Lost Library is a magical tale of friendship, the joy of reading and the power of the imagination. When Oliver finds a lost 
library book in his new bedroom, he decides to return it. But how do you find a mysterious hidden library? With the help of a 
new friend, of course . . .Picture Book Magic-Imagination-Friendship-Books-Reading

36. The Magic Faraway Tree #1: Enchanted Wood, The (Enid Blyton)  $14.99   $13.50
The first magical story in the Faraway Tree series. Joe, Beth and Frannie find the Enchanted Wood on the doorstep of their 
new home, and when they discover the Faraway Tree they fall into all sorts of adventures! Join them and their friends as they 
discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-
You-Please? Discover the magic! Age 7+ Novel  For more books in this series type THE MAGIC FARAWAY TREE into the search 
field at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

37. Wizard of Oz, The (Lesley Sims)  $12.99   $11.70
A brilliant read-aloud version of the much-loved classic by L. Frank Baum, sure to capture young imaginations. When Dorothy 
is whisked off to Oz in a tornado, she lands in a place where nothing is quite as it seems. Can she find the Wizard, defeat the 
Wicked Witch of the West, and be granted her wish to return to Kansas? Picture Book

38. World Between Blinks (Amie Kaufman and Ryan Graudin)  $16.99   $15.30
Jake and Marisol are cousins. Jake’s great at leaving things behind - his mum’s a diplomat, and he never settles anywhere 
for long. Marisol’s great at finding things - she’s American and she’s Bolivian, and this cross-cultural childhood has taught 
her to pay attention to details. Together, Jake and Marisol are about to discover The World Between Blinks. The place where 
everything we lose - from the front door keys to ancient cities buried under hot desert sands - eventually appears. The trick’s 
going to be finding a way home. Before they’re lost forever. Age 8+ Novel Parallel World-Fantasy-Family-Adventure-Mystery
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